HTC presents

Born to set new standards
DURATIQ. Two machines completely
redesigned, each with more than 100 new
features, solutions and details matching the
clearly set requirements and expectations of
professional users and specialists the world
over.
BORN TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Productivity
Reliability
Operability

100

>

NEW FEATURES

Flexibility

Born to run. And run. And run.
The heart of the DURATIQ, the grinding head, is built
on an all-new design – based on equal portions of
precision and strength. The completely dust tight,
hermetically sealed design increases the
service life of all components, while increasing grinding precision.

> 5000

hours of testing

1000h

Service interval
1000 hours/1 year*
*Whichever occurs first.
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Born to be in control
The HTC DURATIQ is here to show the way into the
future with an entirely new, intuitive digital control
panel called HMI (Human/Machine Interface) and an
equally smart remote control unit. It’ll give you all the
control and precision you’ll ever need in maximizing
grinder performance.
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Born to bring balance to work
The DURATIQ is based on an entirely new chassis
design with full consideration to center of gravity,
maneuverability and feel. This makes the DURATIQ
easier to operate, with better ergonomics and
increased safety.

20

different handle
positions

74%
less vibration

Maximized synergies
The AirFlow™ technology has been further
developed into a system that handles airflows in a
controlled manner. Along with a new Mist Cooler
System you achieve both optimal grinding effect
and service life for your HTC Original Diamond
Tools.

216%

productivity increase
with system synergies*

+27%

more effective MCS**
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*The increase concerns the amount of ground concrete with and without MCS. Test
machines: DURATIQ RX8 vs HTC 800 RX. **Comparison between old and new MCS.
Test machines: DURATIQ RX8 vs HTC 800 RX.

